Reinventing the Healthcare Delivery Model

Tackling the Design, Facilities, and Financial Issues in the Shift from Inpatient to Outpatient Care

Navigating Healthcare in a Changed Era, What’s the New Normal?
- Doug Armstrong, Director of Design & Construction at Morton Plant Mease Hospitals and BayCare Health
- Steve Higgs, Managing Director, CBRE Healthcare

Repurposing Commercial & Retail Spaces for Health Use
Conversion of retail spaces into clinics and changing use of existing commercial properties are part of new paradigm. Esteemed panel of experts address site selection, demographics, compliance, design, patient and management issues, and pitfalls to avoid.
- Jessica Bellman, Director of Development, Optimal Outcomes
- Adrian Hagerty, AIA, LEED AP, Regional Vice President, ARRAY Architects

Optimizing Design, Operations & Material Selection When Budgets Get Squeezed
- Interactive Roundtable Moderated by B. Alan Whitson, RPA, President of Corporate Realty, Design & Management Institute and IFMA Health Care Institute Advisory Board member
- Michael Cluff, AIA, LEED AP, Director of Facility Planning, Corporate Facilities, Nemours
- Donovan (Van) Smith, Jr., AIA, ACHA, EDAC, LEED® AP, Senior Healthcare Planner, KTH Architects

Tips, Tricks, and Traps to Avoid
A collection of the best money saving ideas from industry experts
- Get Latest Data, Research, and Current Thinking on U.S. Healthcare
- Revitalizing the Hospital Campus in Response to a Changing Delivery Model
- Finding the Best Solutions to Power Quality, Conservation, Redundancy, and Efficiency Issues
- Sorting Out Design and Material Selection Issues
- Effectively Integrating Patient Flow and Facility Operations in the New Setting
- What Healthcare Can Learn from Banking and Fast Food Industry Models

Who Should Attend: Administrators and Directors | Architects & Designers | Consulting & Mechanical Engineers | Construction Managers | Developers of Healthcare Facilities | Facilities Managers & Engineers | Plant Operations Managers | Project Managers | Purchasing Agents | Sustainability Managers

Register Online www.squarefootage.net Or call 503-206-5715
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Thursday, February 6
CAMLs - Center for Advanced Medical Learning & Simulation
124 S Franklin St.
Tampa, FL 33602
1:00 to 1:30 pm: Registration/Refreshments
1:30 to 5:00 pm: Program
5:00 to 5:30 pm: Tour of CAMLS

Tickets
$109 At the Door
$79 Advance
$49 IFMA, AIA, FHEA members

Educational Credits
AIA: 3 LUs (HSW, SD)
CHFM: 3 CPE Hours
IFMA: 3 CFM Points
IIDA: Pending
GBCI: 3 CE Hours
Engineers: 3 PDH Hours

5:30 to 8:00 pm: AIA Reception/Gallery
Show hosted by Student Women in Architecture
(no charge, held at Gallery AIA, 200 N Tampa Street)

Program Co-Hosts
Camfil Farr
Carlisle Construction Materials
DuPont Building Innovations
Forbo
Philips
Schneider Electric
TLC Engineering

Media Partners
FacilityCare
Healthcare Design
McMorrow Report
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